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PRIVATE EQUITY

Mccormick (NYSE: MKC) buys Cholula from L Catterton for $800mn.

1

Jacobs Takes Majority Stake in PA Consulting Group.

Mccormick is an American seasonings company based in Hunt Valley, Md. It owns a variety of well-known

brands, including French’s yellow mustard and Frank’s red hot. The company sells to both consumers and

restaurants. As more consumers have cooked at home, Mccormick has seen its revenues skyrocket and

currently has a market value of 24B USD.

L Catterton is an American private equity firm focused on middle-market consumer brands. The firm has over

20B USD in AUM and originally acquired Cholula in early 2019. Cholula’s current annual net sales recently

broke 96M USD.

Deal Structure: The all-cash deal sees Mccormick paying 800M USD for Cholula. Mccormick financed part of

its payment through additional debt.

Significance: Through this acquisition, Mccormick is seeking to capitalize on the rapidly growing ethnic foods

market. A burgeoning immigrant population and increased familiarity with foreign cultures have expanded hot

sauces’ popularity. Unique sauces are particularly popular among millennials and citizens in the south.

Mccormick’s executives believe that Cholula will integrate well amongst its current brand offerings.

Carlyle Group is an American multinational private equity firm specializing in real assets, private credit, and

private equity. In 2016, Carlyle took a majority stake in the PA Consulting group which has proved successful for

both parties; PA Consulting has seen 12% annual returns since the deal was struck. Carlyle typically looks to exit

investments in a four-to-five year window. 

PA Consulting Group is a management and technology consulting firm. Specifically, they are focused on

investing in new technologies such as 5G, AI, and robotics. The company utilized the investment from Carlyle to

strengthen its merger and acquisition portfolio. As rumors spread about Carlyle’s intent to sell its stake, PA

Consulting began looking for a partner that would allow them to remain independent. 

Jacobs is an investment and consulting firm with over $13B in annual revenue. For $2.4B, they acquired a 65%

stake in the PA Consulting Group. Jacobs will also provide debt financing of up to $845M to PA Consulting. 

Significance: A common theme seen during the COVID-19 pandemic is continued investor interest in

technology-based companies and consulting firms. PA Consulting Group is advising companies in high impact

areas, 5G, AI, and robotics, tools that will help solve the world’s most complex issues. 
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VENTURE CAPITAL

On December 1st, Olive announced it closed $225.5mn in venture capital financing, led by Tiger Global.
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On December 2, ShipMonk raised $290mn in their Series B funding round led by Summit Partners.

Olive is an artificial intelligence and process automation solution that was designed for the healthcare

industry. Working to replace disconnected interfaces across the entire United States health system, Olive’s

goal is to make healthcare systems seamless, more efficient, and cost-effective for its clients.

Tiger Global is an investment firm focused on companies within the internet, software, and financial

technology industries. The company’s mission is to continue generating world-class returns over the long

term, in ways that benefit both the firm and its partners.

Deal Structure: This massive $225.5 million investment conducted by 8 different firms allows Olive to expand

its infrastructure and expand connections between hospitals. Approaching 2021, the company is continuing to

expand into new regions that could greatly benefit from its services.

Significance: Hospitals have been consistently tied up with work surrounding the coronavirus this year.

Coordination and communication both within hospitals and between hospitals are vital towards providing the

best service. With staff often overwhelmed by the number of patients to be treated, an AI software to manage

databases will help alleviate some of the stress from the personnel, and will also perform more flawlessly with

human error removed from the equation. Firms like Olive continue to innovate and transform the healthcare

system.

ShipMonk is a Florida-based company founded in 2014 that helps eCommerce companies manage their

logistics networks and supply chains.

Summit Partners is a global alternative investment firm focusing on growth equity, fixed income, and public

equity. Managing over $21 billion in assets, they specialize in the healthcare and life sciences and technology

sectors.

Deal Structure: Summit Partners is the sole investor this round, and the $290 million will make them the

fourth investor in ShipMonk.

Significance: ShipMonk will use this cash to upgrade their automation services, increase staffing, and expand

internationally. With a greater reach and more extensive customer base, they can further the shift from brick

and mortar stores to eCommerce by helping more companies improve their online presence. The COVID-19

pandemic has forced many businesses to operate completely online despite having poor eCommerce supply

chain management. This is where ShipMonk will step in and improve these businesses' logistics and efficiency.
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GROWTH EQUITY 3

Hippo Insurance receives $350mn in funding from Japanese insurance company, Mitsui Sumitomo.

Chinese truck-hailing platform Manbang Group secures $1.7B in growth equity funding in a round     
 led by SoftBank, Sequoia Capital, and others.

Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance is a Japanese-based insurance holding company and a subsidiary of MS&AD

Insurance Group Holdings Inc. It is also a top 10 property-casualty group worldwide with clientele of all sizes,

and their specialties include commercial property and liability insurance products.   

Hippo Insurance is a new type of insurance company that focuses on technology as the new way to provide

similar processes and smarter coverage to care for people’s homes. They believes that similar to technology,

home insurance should be easy and accessible, allowing people to purchase insurance in less than 5 minutes.   

Deal Structure: Hippo’s $350 million round of funding came directly from Mitsui Sumitomo Insurance. In

addition to their large capital investment, Mitsui Sumitomo will be signing a reinsurance treaty with Hippo

which will require the Japanese firm to absorb some of Hippo’s risk through the partnership. As a part of the

deal, an MS&AD Ventures managing partner has also earned a seat on Hippo’s Board of Directors.

Significance: Hippo Insurance has been taking the home insurance industry by storm. The company has

severely advanced home insurance through their thermal and satellite imagery of properties, smart home

device kits, and other methods of evaluating risk. Hippo will primarily use this round of funding to help expand

its products to additional states in the U.S. with a goal of reaching 95% of U.S. homeowners in the next year. CEO

Assaf Wand says that their ultimate goal is to move beyond insurance and eventually offer a range of products

and services that support homeowners and employ risk management. The company is actively looking for

acquisition opportunities to provide these additional capabilities.

SoftBank is a Japanese multinational company that owns large stakes in numerous tech, energy, and financial

companies. SoftBank’s Vision Fund is its largest and world’s largest tech venture capital fund with over $100B.   

Manbang Group is a Chinese-based mobile truck-hailing platform that matches shippers with drivers and

fleet operations. It originated as a merged company between Yunmanman and Huochebang, both of which are

Uber-like logistics companies for trucks.

Deal Structure: Manbang Group received a total of $1.7 billion in this round of funding co-led by SoftBank,

Sequoia Capital China, Permira, and Fidelity. Many other firms participated in this round including Hillhouse

Capital, GGV Capital, Lightspeed China Partners, Tencent, YF Capital (Jack Ma), and existing investor Capital G.

Significance: Expectations for Full Truck Alliance remain high, as this massive infusion of capital comes just

two years after a $1.9 billion Series E round in 2018. Rumor has it that the Chinese company will also go public

as soon as next year. Full Truck Alliance plans to utilize this capital for market expansion and R&D; the firm

hopes to improve their matching system and begin offering new services like door-to-door transportation.  The

logistics industry has been revolutionized in recent years, as startups in the industry have started focusing on

mobile platforms for truckers and shippers, warehouse automation, and delivery lockers. The pandemic is

only putting on display how effective and necessary revolutionary companies like Full Truck Alliance are in

the logistics space.
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M&A ACTIVITY

Global technology company, Nasdaq Inc. (Nasdaq: NDAQ), has agreed to acquire Verafin, an anti-
crime software firm, for $2.75B. The deal highlights NASDAQ’s efforts to diversify from its primary
exchange platform by integrating add-on services such as cybercrime mitigation.
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Pharmaceutical company Merck is acquiring OncoImmune, another pharmaceutical company currently
developing a promising COVID-19 treatment, for $425mn. The deal highlights how top drug
manufacturers are racing to find an effective drug in the fight against COVID-19.

Nasdaq Inc is a multinational financial services firm that oversees the Nasdaq stock market exchange. Trading

margins for the firm have come under pressure due to intense competition. The company seeks to amplify its

presence in market technology as it moves into the software services space. 

Verafin is a software technology company whose tools are already used by over 2,000 institutions to counter

fraud and money laundering. Its current customer base consists of smaller banks and credit unions although its

product portfolio can be scaled quickly.  

Deal Structure: Nasdaq will acquire Verafin for $2.75 billion and finance the deal via cash on-hand and debt

issuance. 

Significance: The deal indicates commitment to transitioning Nasdaq to a data and technology vendor and

diversifying its revenue streams as most of the company’s current revenues still come from its legacy trading

platform. The deal also highlights Nasdaq’s greater push towards anti-money laundering following the

company’s initial actions to provide artificial intelligence technology to automate money laundering

investigations. These strides align well with industry objectives as many banks and financial firms look to

automate costly processes. 

Merck Inc is one of the largest pharmaceutical drug manufacturers in the world with over $46 billion in annual

revenue in 2019. The company owns patents for many drugs including Keytruda, Gardasil and Januvia and looks

to diversify into new categories, such as animal health. 

OncoImmune is a small pharmaceutical company whose COVID-19 treatment: CD24Fc was shown to reduce

respiratory failure and death by more than 50% in hospitalized COVID-19 patients. 

Deal Structure: Merck will be acquiring OncoImmune for $425 million in cash. The company will also reward

OncoImmune shareholders with additional payments if the treatment passes certain regulatory milestones.

Merck will only own CD24Fc as the other intellectual property will be spun off into a new company. 

Significance: This deal marks another move by Merck competitive standards in the race to find a COVID-19

treatment. While Merck has already made other deals such as the acquisition of Themis Bioscience in May, the

company has yet to report effective clinical data in turn placing it behind Pfizer, Moderna, and AstraZeneca who

have already reported data reflecting strong efficacy. Merck plans to leverage its distribution and

manufacturing networks to ramp up production of CD24Fc if it is cleared for emergency use. 
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FUNDRAISING & LP ACTIVITY

Databand raises $14.5mn in Series A Funding led by Accel.
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Step raises $50mn in Series B funding from Charlie D’Amelio,  Justin Timberlake, and Eli Manning.

Founded in 2019 out of Tel Aviv, Databand is a connectivity platform that allows data engineers to see the

conditions of various cloud pipelines for native tools such as Snowflake and Apache Airflow. This allows the

engineers to stay current with backlogs or other issues and to address them before they become major issues. 

Accel is also based in Silicon Valley and is a VC firm focused on being the first investor with seed and early-stage

ventures. They have funds all over the world from San Francisco to China. They boast an impressive portfolio of

successful companies that they’ve invested in such as Slack, Flipkart, Spotify, Facebook, Kayak, and many more.

Deal Structure: The structure was not disclosed with Series A fundraising round totaling at $14.5mn split among

various VC firms such as Accel, Blumberg Capital, and Lirer Hippeau..

Significance: With the transition from on-premise applications to cloud based platforms well underway, the

ability to share and distribute data has been easier than ever before. With this comes added complexity and

potential for bugs and other issues that can arise from imported data from the cloud or from cloud native tools

such as Apache Airflow. A system like Databand allows for data engineers to streamline this entire detection and

repair process. With so many corporations and industries moving to the cloud, they want to ensure that their data

and analysis can be conducted smoothly and without technical issues with their UI, metadata, and data profiling.

There a need for cloud native software and as the 5G revolution takes place in junction to the migration to the

cloud, companies will pay top dollar for a platform such as Databand.

Step is a mobile banking company whose target customers are teenagers between the ages of 13-18. The firm

enables people under the age of 18 to learn smart money habits, send and receive money, and to start building

credit scores by offering a secured visa card without any fees. Since Step has no fees or interest, they make

money entirely from interchangeable fees. Step launched only two months ago  and since then have gained over

500,000 users and are continuously growing with an estimated 7,000-10,000 new people joining everyday.

Leading the funding is Coatue - a global technology-focused investment manager who operates in both the

public and private markets. 

Deal Structure: Step raised $50mn in their Series B fundraising with contributions from Coatue, along with a

few other private equity and venture capital firms, in addition to some highly popular celebrities.

Significance: Step differs from other banks by targeting teenagers aged 13-18. Additionally, the company is

anything but traditional as Step has no physical banks and only operates through their app. Since Step does not

charge fees or interest rates, and interchangeable fees are relatively low, the company must acquire a

substantial user base to see substantial profits. The addition of Tik Tok megastar, Charlie D’Amelio, appears as

an excellent decision since the influencer’s 102 million person follower base is made up predominantly of

teenagers. It is not explicitly stated, but it appears that Step will use this new cash to pay out its current $3

referral bonuses. In a society where the youth is entirely dependent on smartphones, it seems inevitable that the

banking industry will continue to shift towards a paperless system which operates completely online.
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LIQUIDITY EVENTS

BlackRock announces $1.05B acquisition deal of Aperio, a fintech investment advising firm.
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Salesforce acquires Slack, a leader in digital communication, for $27.7B.

Aperio is a San Francisco based fintech investment advising firm with a focus on servicing high net  worth

clients. By using data-driven quantitative processes, Aperio designs and manages custom tailored portfolios.

BlackRock is a New York based global asset investment firm specializing in institutional, intermediary,

foundational, and individual investor services. With over 32 years of investment experiences, BlackRock

primarily focuses on debt, early stage venture, late stage venture, post-IPO, and private equity investments.

Deal Structure: In a definitive agreement, BlackRock is to acquire Aperio from private equity firm Golden Gate

Capital for $1.05B in cash.

Significance: With the rising trend of conscious investing by individual investors to exclude certain companies

that do not represent their values in place of higher exposure to companies that do, there has been an increase in

demand for custom portfolios to fit these needs. This has led to the fruition of firms such as Aperio, now a leader

in this area for the West Coast. Through this acquisition, BlackRock is looking to use its existing extensive global

connections and insight to expand upon Aperio’s strategy and services, thus transforming Aperio into a global

leader in custom portfolio management. 

Salesforce Inc. is a San Francisco based software company focused on the development and design of

enterprise software. The company provides clients the ability to manage their customer, sales, and operational

data. 

Slack is an American business communication platform that features private chat rooms organized by topics,

direct messaging, and private groups. 

Deal Structure: Salesforce is acquiring Slack for $27.7 billion through a mixture of cash and stock at $26.79 for

each share of Slack and 0.0776 shares of Salesforce; adding up to around $45.86 a share.

Significance: Salesforce purchase of slack is one of the largest acquisitions within the software industry to date.

The Covid-19 pandemic has forced nearly 42% of the U.S labor force to work from home full-time, resulting in a

boom for virtual communication softwares in hopes to increase efficiency amongst employees forced to work

in an all-digital format. With Slack being a significant competitor in the virtual communication industry,

Salesforce hoped to increase its competitive edge over distant challenger Microsoft; Microsoft Teams was able

to capitalize off the pandemics new found challenges and Salesforce hopes to do the same.



IN THE NEWS

Audax Private Equity buys 48Forty Solutions, LLC in SBO from Grey Mountain Partners.
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48forty Solutions provides end-to-end pallet solutions, from supply to retrieval, on-site services, reverse

logistics, and retail services. 48forty goes to market as Paramount Pallet in Canada. 

Audax Group is a leading alternative investment manager with offices in Boston, New York, and San Francisco.

Since its founding in 1999, the firm has raised over $26 billion in capital across its Private Equity and Private

Debt businesses. Audax Private Equity has invested over $6 billion in more than 130 platforms and over 900 add-

on companies, and is currently investing out of its $3.5 billion, sixth private equity fund. 

Transaction: Terms were not disclosed. Piper Sandler & Co. acted as financial advisor to 48forty and Grey

Mountain Partners, and BlackArch Partners acted as buyside advisor to Audax. 

Significance: Grey Mountain Partners bought 48Forty for $115 million in 2018. 48forty is a leading national

provider of end-to-end pallet management services across the U.S. and Canada. Thousands of customers from

various industries rely on 48forty to consistently deliver quality pallets, which are a mission-critical component

of their supply chain. Norm Plotkin, CEO of 48forty, said, “We are thrilled to be partnering with Audax as we

embark on an exciting new chapter in our history. This investment will help 48forty continue to consistently

deliver high-quality pallets to both national and local accounts, expand our product and service offerings, and

explore strategic acquisitions to further accelerate our growth.”

COTA, a Boston based healthcare technology company, receives $34mn in growth capital.
COTA is a healthcare technology company; founded in 2011, the company organizes fragmented data to help

provide clarity for patients and doctors during cancer care. The data that they provide improves outcomes in

cancer care and oncology drug development. COTA partners with providers, payers, and life science companies

to ensure that everyone touched by cancer has a clear path to the right care.

Baptist Health South Florida is a hospital based out of Coral Gables, Florida. Health helped established drug

producer Civica Rx, invested in facemask producer Prestige Ameritech, and formed a joint venture with

Navigant Consulting (NYSE: NCI) to form a bill connections company.  COTA has licensed data and intellectual

property developed at Baptist Health’s Miami Cancer Institute.

Transaction: COTA has recently secured $34 million in growth capital which includes a Series D round of

financing led by Baptist Health South Florida and ONC Capital with participation from EW Healthcare, Horizon

BCBS, Boston Millennia Partners, and other existing investors.

Significance: COTA has recently announced that Varian, the long-standing global leader in comprehensive

solutions for oncology, has invested a further $10 million as well. The two companies will collaborate to create

better Intelligent Cancer Care™ tools for decision support using real-world evidence and explore an offering

that combines COTA's real-world data with Varian's patient reported outcomes. Varian has negotiated an option

to acquire the company at a later date. As a co-leader of the Series D, Baptist Health South Florida has secured a

seat on COTA’s board of directors that will be filled by Dr. Leonard Kalman, the Executive Deputy Director and

Chief Medical Officer of Miami Cancer Institute of Baptist Health South Florida.  In addition, COTA is a licensee

of both data and intellectual property developed at Baptist Health South Florida’s Miami Cancer Institute.

 


